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Traditional Crafts 

• Following are the two traditional crafts that I selected to work on:

• Ralli

• Kalash Valley Head Gears 



Ralli

• "Rilli" (or ralli, rilly, rallee and rehli) derived from the local 
word ralanna meaning to mix or connect. One of the most ancient 
textile art originating from Indus Valley Civilization of 5000 B.C.
Sindh is renowned for producing beautiful textiles that includes the 
production of ralli quilts.

• Ralli quilts are traditional blankets made by artisans in the 
southern provinces of Pakistan including Sindh, Baluchistan, 
Cholistan Desert as well as the southern border of Punjab and its 
adjoining states of Gujarat and Rajasthan in India. Interestingly, 
every ralli quilt tells a story. It tells of the natural creativity and love 
of color and design of the woman who creates it.

• Every ralli quilt tells the story of the strength of tradition and 
motifs of rallis which have been passed from a mother to her 
daughter and from one woman to the other, perhaps for thousands 
of years. These ralli quilts typically represent Sindhi culture as they 
are prepared by putting together old fabrics, particularly old ajrak.



Ralli

• Interestingly, every ralli quilt tells a story. It tells of the natural 
creativity and love of color and design of the woman who 
creates it. Every ralli quilt tells the story of the strength of 
tradition and motifs of rallis which have been passed from a 
mother to her daughter and from one woman to the other, 
perhaps for thousands of years. These ralli quilts typically 
represent Sindhi culture as they are prepared by putting 
together old fabrics, particularly old ajrak.

• The motifs appear to have originated far back in the history 

of the Indus Region. The carvings of the desert tombs of 

Sindh and Baluchistan (covering about 400 years starting in 

the middle of the fifteenth century AD) have many similar 

motifs.



Ralli

• The geometric designs in the blocks of carved stone are very 

similar to quilt blocks. Some of the lines in the stone look to 

some like lines of stitching. However, going back farther than this 

are clear similarities between rilli designs and ancient painted 

pottery of the region (most from about 2000-800 BC).

• The majority of the patterns are based on a geometric grid but 

there are also patterns based on circles, stars or flowers. Some of 

the designs that are shared by the rillis and pottery are simple 

including checkerboards, lines and triangles, yet others are 

complicated patterns using many shapes and design elements 

together.



Ralli

• The three basic styles of rallis are:

o Patchwork made from pieces of cloth torn into squares and triangles and 
then stitched together.

o Appliqué made from intricate, cut out patterns in a variety of shapes.

o Embroidered quilts where the embroidery stitches form patterns on solid 
colored fabric.

• The reason I chose this particular craft is Ralli is a way of recycling the 
fabric. The layers of old material are stitched together first and then to hide 
its imperfections there is the patchwork on top of bright colored pieces of 
fabric.  Now a days we are focusing very much on sustainability and 
recycling and reusing. In Pakistan we have been practicing this since long 
ago by this craft called Ralli that is very inspiring yet surprising. Another 
reason for choosing this, every fabric narrates a back story and piece itself 
contains so many different narratives, the value of this crafts increased with 
every story behind it. 



Kalash Valley Head Gears

• Kalash valley is unique, situated in the Hindu Kush region of  

Pakistan near Chitral City. It is a small group of believers; their isolated 

geographical mountainous region is a combination of Birir, Bumburat

and Rumbur which differentiate them from the other parts of 

Pakistan. The traditional cultural fashion dress is a black gown and 

handspun woolens in winter.

• A well decorated crown on their head is made up of shells, buttons, 

black wool and colored feathers. The myths and stories associated 

with the cultural upbringing of these people shape the mentality of 

this particular group. The traditional dress keeps the individuality 

alive. The strength of this culture is their textile, fashion and belief. 

The visual which this race portrays is the focus of their existence. The 

use of fabric design and fashion originating from their unique mind 

set. These three elements keep the interest in the cultural and 

traditional lives of the Kalasha fresh and captivating. 



Kalash Valley Head Gears

• The reason that this culture has sustained its fashion and textile design is

its isolation and belief system. The globalization has not yet been effective

on this particular culture to transform it to a newer form of art. Their design

and fashion sustain it individuality and visual strength, while predicts the

richer growth of this fascinating culture.

• The process of weaving starts with sheep shearing, which is done with 

hand shears. The fleece is removed in one piece. Second cuts are made to 

produce short fibers. The wool is then cleaned to remove any vegetable 

matter, such as sticks and straws. Lanolin is removed by hand washing and 

drying, followed by spinning and combing. The traditional process of natural 

dying uses dyes extracted from walnuts, pomegranate, turmeric, henna etc. 

Nowadays, the community uses a mix of synthetic and natural dyed yarn.

• Most of the decorative symbols used in Kalash textile have their origin in 

primary textile design disciplines.



Kalash Valley Head Gears

• They wear the headdresses made of bead work and 

embellished with buttons cowrie shells, etc.

• The kalasha’s use wool, cowrie shells, buttons, beads, mate 

belts, feathers and they reuse them to keep their association and 

attachment to their people and craft alive. They promote their 

culture through collective textile and fashion design and the 

material they use keep their social responsibility and cultural 

roots fresh and revived.  

• Kalasha textile are pure examples of this their products are 

embodied to represent the wearer. The use hand spun wool 

base garment with different colored wool threads for 

embroidery. They embellished their gowns with geometric 

motifs which have been in their culture for century. 



Kalash Valley Head Gears

• They have closer relationships between the industry and fashion 

consumer which is their own tribal people. Alongside social innovation, 

technological advances will continue to bring about improvements in 

kalasha’s material production, reclamation and recycling. They reduce the 

waste production by reusing their garments and material like buttons, 

cowrie, threads metal bells etc.

• The reason for choosing this craft is kalash valley people are mysterious 

and produce such stunning clothes which contains a rich culture of textiles 

and fashion with their unique designs and amazing color pallete. I have an 

urge to know more about this culture and specially their textiles. They have 

a distinctive feature of using old fabric and beads so that they will remain 

connected to their ancestors. This ideology of them also results in recycling 

and reusing of different materials which results in sustainability which now 

we are trying hard to practice. 



Contemporary Brand – Kit & Kaboodle

• Kit & kaboodle is luxurious and famous interior 
brand of Pakistan. They mostly design contemporary, 
modern and European style products. 

• I have always followed it since its started as I find this 
brand best among other in interior designs design. 
Also they have unique and different approach from 
which I really get mesmerized.

• Their aesthetics contain European contemporary 
styles which corresponds to my aesthetic sense.

• Kit & Kaboodle is more then just interiors, it is a 
place where the inspirations and dreams become 
reality.



Kit & Kaboodle

• They collaborate with renowned international 

designers to craft exclusive furniture and 

premium décor accessories that make your 

interior a masterpiece and speaks for your 

persona.

• Our inspiration and motivation have always 

been to provide the clients with what they have 

been seeking so far under one roof. Our 

moment of success is witnessing a satisfied and 

happy face of our clients



Thesis Topic 

• Harappa from Indus Valley Civilization is 

the Area of Investigation for my Thesis.

• I have been working on different aspects 

of Harappa for my thesis such as their 

pottery, writings and seals, architecture 

and so on.

• My aim is to spread awareness to protect 

this rich cultural heritage we have.



PRODUCT 
I have design this product in context to my

research on traditional craft, brand and my

thesis project.

Broken vase with pattern of rali and kalashi

headgear representing my crafts and the broken

part and whole vase is connecting to my thesis

as Harappan used to make pots like these and

archaeologists have discovered broken pottery

there. And at last this product is from my brand

research.

Sustainable Materials: Upcycled plastic 

bottle and clay, 3D printing with 

biodegradable materials



PRODUCT

I have design this product in context to my research on 

traditional craft, brand and my thesis project.

Wall light with patterns of ralli and kalashi headgear is 

connected to my crafts and the upper of light 

extended is a seal design discovered from Harappa 

which is my thesis topic. The light design is inspired by 

from my brand.

Sustainable Materials: Raw bio-polymer, Eco 

Metal vortex,  Eco –friendly 3D printing of copper, 
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